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-- How Can A Person Tell Who Hit Who

in a Car Accident?

There are three main ways to

determine who hit whom, each with its

own advantages and disadvantages.

Photo or video evidence

The police may have photos or video of

the crash site that clearly show which

vehicle struck which other vehicle at

the accident scene. If the person were

in an automobile accident where

someone was seriously injured, this

type of evidence is usually considered

credible by the courts since they can

easily see how it happened.

Blood Samples

Blood samples from both drivers could

be analyzed for alcohol use at different

time frames before and after the

collision occurred. This would give

researchers information about what

level of intoxication each driver had prior to the car accident.

Witness

A witness may report seeing one or more vehicles strike another when no physical contact
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actually occurs between any two automobiles. In addition, if

witnesses saw several cars collide into a single object, such as a

building or tree, then they should also look closely because

there might not even have been actual physical contact by

either party involved.

What is a car accident?

A car crash occurs when two or more vehicles collide, causing

damage to one of them or injuring its occupants. If a person is

involved in an auto collision, here's what they should do if

someone else hits their vehicle: Call 911 to report the incident.

The police will need this information so they can properly

investigate it.  Check for injuries to yourself and others by

asking everyone how he or she feels and whether anyone has

been hurt. Get out of the damaged vehicle as soon as possible.

Stay away from other cars until the police or help arrives.

Who are the parties involved?

The victim is usually hurt more than anyone else, but it can be

hard to tell who hit whom in an accident because both people

may have injuries or self-sustained injuries by crashing into

other cars, trees, or buildings.

The police officer will ask you questions about what happened so they can use this information

to help determine which person is to be considered at fault for the accident.

The driver of each vehicle is responsible for their own actions, but when two or more people get

into an accident they can be held accountable as well. If a person were to find out who hit whom

after the fact then it would be the person’s job as a party injured by the other person's

negligence to prove that what happened was really his fault (to show he or she caused it). The

only way this could happen is if someone else witnessed what actually took place, which means

there will likely be witnesses present at any car crash scene. This information may help the

person determine liability before hiring an attorney to represent them.

How can a person tell who hit who in a car accident?

When two cars collide, it is often difficult to determine which driver was at fault or how much

damage each person sustained from the wreck. In most states, drivers are required by law to

have insurance, and if they do not their licenses may be suspended or revoked. Insurance

companies will pay for damages up to the policy limits for an insured vehicle, but usually only

after proving that someone else caused them. This proof includes things like eyewitness

testimony, medical records, police reports, and evidence of damaged property. If there are no

witnesses to the crash, injured parties must prove physical injury through medical

documentation or photographic evidence to collect money from their own insurer.



Are there any legal reasons why this might be difficult to determine?

In most car accidents, injuries are caused by at least two people being involved, but sometimes it

can get very confusing as to who is actually responsible for causing an accident. There are

several types of evidence that may be used to try to figure out if someone else was driving the

vehicle when the person was not at fault, or even to prove negligence. For example, one type of

evidence could include witness testimony that proves beyond doubt that a driver other than the

person who was operating the vehicle when it crashed into the person.

The same goes for police officers' investigation reports where they clearly state what happened

during a crash scene investigation; these can also go towards proving liability and responsibility.

Another common method involves physical evidence left behind after a collision. This includes

photographs taken before and after the crash, broken windshields, damaged vehicles, skid

marks left over from braking/losing control of the vehicle, damage to traffic signs or roadways,

etc. The more evidence gathered, the more likely it is that the party will be charged with a crime.

It can be a lengthy process because of the amount of evidence needed to prove the guilt of

another person.

If involved in a car accident in Texas, then call the Houston/Dallas/McAllen/El Paso Texas Car

Accident Lawyers at the Rose Sanders Law Firm. Our personal injury lawyers will fight for you, so

you can focus on what matters most--your recovery
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